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Everything about drones is ‘a moving target’ as illustrated
by the following dynamic aspects of drones.
USERS: serious users in a commercial environment and a
vast number of leisure users.
LOCATIONS: vast open spaces of desert with just a pipeline
in evidence, city centres delivering eBay sales or the local
park and playground.
REGULATION: some countries have it, some don’t want to
know, and most are feverishly trying to reconcile an
existing regulatory framework for aircraft with the way
they think drones should be regulated.
DRONE TECHNOLOGY: incredible advances over the last
three years; who had heard of “geo-fencing” five years ago?
With such rapid development, not to mention the ever
increasing numbers, the assessment of risk by underwriters
interested in providing cover for drones, becomes a
considerable challenge. Will today’s decisions be valid
tomorrow, in such a volatile environment?

A useful indication of the thinking about drones
within the insurance market can be gleaned from the
varied responses by the market to a consultative
paper published in December 2016 by the
government. That consultation process concluded in
March 2017, with the results published in July 2017
[https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/631638/unlockingthe-uks-high-tech-economy-consultation-on-the-safeuse-of-drones-in-the-uk-government-response.pdf].
A number of significant conclusions were set out in
these responses from the market. One of the main
conclusions is the need for primary legislation “in
order to align the regulation of drone operation with
those of manned aircraft”. Moreover, that regulation
should become universal, much as the Geneva
Convention has encompassed manned aircraft. A
smooth transition for insurers between manned and
unmanned aircraft systems leading to a framework
on which insurers could base their products is at the
core of these responses.
The market was strongly in favour of a system of
registration of all drones in excess of a 250g weight,
with electronic identification. Endorsing the existing
position, the market supported the imposition of
minimum compulsory levels of insurance for all
commercially operated drones. They also looked at
the need for operator qualification in appropriate
cases, but emphasised the importance of
disseminating knowledge of regulations and the risks
in nearly every case, especially the risks.
The government’s responses to consultation
responses, published in July 2017, and its proposals
for rulemaking in the UK, suggests a broad adoption
of the proposals set out by the market, as well as an
intention to create uniformity with EASA’s incoming
rules. Certainly, the UK will mirror the EU on
mandatory registration of all drones over 250g.

THE ROLE FOR INSURERS IN A FAST
DEVELOPING DRONE MARKET
The drone market is very much a developing class of
business for insurers. Equally with the expected
increase in demand for drones in both the
commercial and private markets, as well as the
technological advances expected, it is “imperative”,
in the market’s view, that the regulatory and safety
framework is sufficiently developed and
sophisticated to continue facilitating the expansion.
The insurance market should be part of consultations
by the government, CAA and the drones industry,

and they should work towards the development of
industry-agreed standards for drone insurance.
Indeed, the London insurance market has been
working on a unified contribution to the European
Commission’s proposals for rulemaking in the Notice
of Proposed Amendment (NPA) on Unmanned Aircraft
Systems.
Some of the issues to be addressed include:


Reviewing mandatory public liability insurance
levels according to the type of drone operation.



Tailoring insurance requirements to reflect the
risk profiles for differing commercial uses.



Assessing the relationship between risk and the
overall weight of the drone.



Reviewing the assessment of pilot competency and
the need for training.



Introducing an internationally recognised standard
for the qualification for pilots in appropriate
cases, such as ICAO manned aircraft pilot licences.



Considering weight based criterion for pilot
licensing in a commercial operation given that a
20kg drone is capable of causing significant
damage and requires careful piloting to use safely.

On the other hand, it is clearly unrealistic to expect
every leisure drone pilot to have a licence
qualification, despite the majority of reported near
misses which appear to have emanated from flying a
drone for leisure purposes only. So in the case of
leisure pilots, it is clearly important that they have a
sufficiently deep knowledge of both regulations to
which they are subject, as well as the operational
limitations of their machine, and the risks which
come with its operation.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS FOR
UNDERWRITERS
This report considers a situation where a drone risk
is being presented to an underwriter who - despite
the huge amount of material becoming available
almost daily on all aspects of drones - needs to focus
on whether the risk presented is attractive or not.
What is the potential exposure for the intended
insured in regard to liabilities? What regulatory
framework is in place to govern the operation? And
what should the Insurer expect of a operator in
terms of competency and risk mitigation?

The hardware

Regulatory considerations

Most jurisdictions class drones as aircraft and there
is a large degree of crossover with regulations for
manned aircraft – indeed unmanned aircraft in the
UK weighing over 150kg are subject to exactly the
same rules under EASA. For a very comprehensive
guide to drones - written more for the
owner/enthusiast, but including all the (then
current) major models - refer to “Drones – The
Complete Manual” ISBN-13:978-1785462962.

As highlighted at the start of this report, the
regulatory regime is constantly and continuously
under review and consideration by governments,
aviation authorities and other regulatory bodies,
mainly in conjunction with the industry itself. When
we talk of regulation in the context of manned
aircraft, we are considering a broad range of issues,
which includes airworthiness of the machine itself,
and its maintenance, the training, qualification and
currency of the pilot and engineer who work with it
and the limitations on operation, such as airspace,
height and meteorological restrictions. While some
of these regulations have application to drones, it
can be easily appreciated that many manned aircraft
regulations do not readily transfer to drones and
their operation.

The cover required
A good deal of the cover required will be similar to
that applicable to manned aircraft.
In terms of policy wordings, many different
approaches are being taken, from traditional
aviation-style (AVN1C, etc.) wordings to bespoke
policies. There are even pay-as-you-fly products with
accompanying apps, which will consider the location
of where the operator is active, and what activities
are involved, and will carry out a real-time
assessment of prevailing risks in order to come up
with a premium on the spot.
Sectors for coverage include


Accidental damage to equipment – Will there be
an agreed value? Will mechanical breakdown/wear
and tear be excluded?



Public liability – This will depend to a great extent
on the type and location of the operation. Risks of
pipeline surveys over barren deserts will be in
sharp contrast to deliveries by drone within
densely populated urban areas.



In-flight risk only or all risks coverage to cover
damage in transit or transport?



Ground station operation as a separate coverage
especially in a more complex commercial
operation.



Cargo and carriage of goods.



Theft, malicious damage, confiscation,
disappearance etc.



Ancillary equipment, such as cameras,
navigational equipment, batteries, remote
controllers and spares.



Data breaches and cyber incidents, especially for
multi-drone operators.



Deductibles/excesses.



Product liability cover - for manufacturers,
repairers etc.

As noted above, the findings and conclusions of the
UK government consultation were published in July,
alongside the results of a study into the effect of
small drone collisions with larger manned aircraft.
The DFT has a clear position on points such as
registration, education and enforcement, and
identifies areas for further work such as drone traffic
management, Electronic ID and tracking, and
insurance requirements. Of particular interest, is the
establishment of a working group with the insurance
industry. A further consultation process is also
underway by EASA who have recently published a
Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA)
[https://www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/NPA
%202017-05%20%28A%29_0.pdf] with detailed
proposals to regulate the operation of sub-150kg
drones in Europe, which (subject to the Brexit
outcome) will likely not apply to the UK. The
consultation process closed on 15 September 2017.
Currently there are established EU insurance
requirements which encompass all drones save those
within state aircraft and model aircraft categories,
but those regulations were published in 2004 and
were designed for all aircraft and air carriers (EC
Regulation 785/2004 as embodied in the Civil
Aviation (Insurance) Regulations 2005 SI 2005 No.
1089).
Intervention by the UK government on this issue is
considered necessary because of concerns expressed
that the minimum level of cover required by the
existing EU regulation is too low, and the insurance
provisions may be inadequate in other ways. The
objective is to ensure that operators get the
coverage they need and victims are protected while
drone business may develop safely. Regard is also to
be had to the need to adapt to the rapidly changing
drones market, so that the UK environment is
internationally competitive.

Operational considerations and liabilities
Since drones – whatever their size, weight, use or
location (within the UK) – are regarded as aircraft,
they are subject to the same strict liability for
injury/death to persons or property damage on the
ground as applies to manned aircraft. However, at
the present time and save for the “drone taxi”
operations being trialled in Dubai, we can exclude
from the potential liabilities of a manned aircraft
operator, a drone operator’s liability for passengers –
for obvious reasons. However, the application of
liability for cargo or goods which a drone might
carry, especially expensive photographic and
technical navigational equipment, should not be
overlooked. Again, liability for loss of or damage to
these items is likely to be treated as a strict liability.

provision of drone insurance might usefully give
consideration. These categories are not exclusive,
and have not been prioritised. Rather than a “howto” guide, it is intended more as some suggestions to
provoke thought and trigger further enquiries.


The prospective insured - is he/she known to
underwriters?



What is the equipment proposed to be covered –
value, age, weight?



What ancillary equipment is installed such as geofencing, Return-to-Base?



What is the value of any installed camera
equipment?



When was the drone manufactured and by whom?

Publicised reports of near-misses, incidents, and
close encounters with drones invariably highlight the
fact that the drone operator could not be traced
after the incident. Even in the event of an actual
impact between the drone and another aircraft, or a
person or building, as things presently stand, that
unsatisfactory situation would likely be the result. It
is for this reason that aside from the requirement for
commercial operators of drones to receive
appropriate approvals from the CAA (who will
mandate insurance requirements for the operation,
and be able to exercise their oversight of the
operator and the operation) there is a compelling
need for registration of all drones over 250g in
weight. The DFT’s justification for registration at
this threshold is the recent study into the impact of
drones with aircraft, where it was found that even
small drones of 400g could cause critical damages to
some aircraft components.



When was the drone purchased and by whom?



Is this the first drone the insured proposes to
operate?



Where will the drone be operated and for what
purposes?



Who will fly the drone? Will it be line of sight or
autonomous?



What qualifications/experience does the intended
pilot have?



Has the intended insured had any previous drone
accidents or incidents?



Is the insured prepared/intending to undergo a
training course on drone piloting?



Has the insured familiarised him/herself with the
Drone Code or other guidance?

Through a mandatory registration system, owners
and operators of drones for leisure purposes can be
much more effectively targeted with guidance and
advice on operation, liabilities, risks and the
availability of insurance. Again, the DFT is keen to
integrate registration with education. Currently
there are a number of such guides available including
the CAA’s published “Drone Code”
[http://dronesafe.uk/drone-code/], and guidance
from the Information Commissioner’s office dealing
with breaches of privacy laws. While it has to be
accepted that imposing an obligation on
manufacturers and sellers to provide guidance
material has its limitations, particularly because
many drones will be purchased from outside the UK,
mandating registration affords an opportunity for the
mandatory supply of guidance material on a sale or
transfer of drone ownership.



What sum insured is required for public liability?

DEFINING AND LIMITING DRONE INSURERS’
RISKS
We have set out some suggestions and matters to
which underwriters planning to embark on the

COMMENT
1.

The development of drones, their uses, locations,
technology and regulation is a highly dynamic
process.

2.

There are obvious but challenging distinctions
between commercial and leisure operation of
drones.

3.

While the application of fixed wing aircraft
regulation provides a base for drone regulation,
evolution in drone operation demonstrates what
needs to be modified or introduced.

4.

A system of drone registration is clearly desirable
but likely to be difficult to enforce in the leisure
drone environment.

5.

Global regulation is in differing states of
development and there is a strong need for
uniformity as well as effective knowledge
dissemination.

6.

7.

The need for suitable mandatory insurance cover
is clear, whether for commercial or leisure
operation. The challenge for underwriters is the
level of risk in any particular operation.
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The insurance market needs to engage with
governments, aviation authorities, aviation
regulators and the drone industry to develop
industry agreed standards for drone insurance.
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